Defining Job Groups
Defining job groups is not an exact science. It is more of an educated guess about jobs that relate to
each other in terms of their wage, content, and opportunity. In general, job groups are typically subsets
of EEO categories and the following items can be used to help define your groupings.
1. The content of the jobs included in a group must be similar. Similar content refers to job
responsibilities and requisite skills required.
2. The wage or salary rate for the jobs included in a group must be similar. Pay rates should be
considered in conjunction with job content. Large apparent differences in pay, when associated
with differences in job title and/or location within an organization, suggest an unacceptable job
grouping.
3. Job titles placed in a job group should be similar in opportunity. Opportunity refers to the ability
to take advantage of training, transfers, promotions, mobility to desirable situations, and other
employment benefits. Ideally, each job within a job group should have opportunities similar to
other job titles within the same job group.
4. The groups should not include jobs with clearly different utilization patterns. For example, jobs
predominately filled with males should not be combined in the same group with jobs
predominately filled with females.
5. Many job groups, if appropriately constructed, should cut across departmental or organizational
units, but not across EEO Categories.
6. Employers with over 150 employees should not use EEO occupational categories as the only job
groups in an AAP. EEO categories are generally much too broad for proper availability analysis
purposes. However, jobs placed in a group should generally belong to the same EEO Category.
7. Employers with less than 150 employees may use EEO categories as the only job groups.
8. The size of the employer's workforce is a major factor in determining how well the criteria
above can be met in creating job groups.
a. Job groups must have enough incumbents to permit meaningful utilization analysis and
goal setting. Ideally, if a job group is identified as underutilized, it should be large
enough that a goal of a least one whole person can be established. No minimum size has
been established for this purpose, however, since it is dependent not only on the size of
the job group, but also on the size of the availability percentage and the number of
minorities or women already employed in the job group.
b. It may not be possible for a smaller contractor's job groups to meet the guideline of not
crossing EEO categories. While there are usually two or more job groups within each
EEO-1 or EEO-6 category, for smaller contractors, some or all of their job groups may
correspond to EEO categories.
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